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Welcome to the Pre-Conference 2022 issue of the DPHARM®: 
Disruptive Innovations to Modernize Clinical Research newsletter, 
featuring information and editorials for the upcoming conference, 
September 13-14, 2022, at the Westin Copley Place in Boston, MA.

This issue includes: 

The keynotes and featured speakers
The agenda
The top five reasons to attend the conference
What to expect in the exhibit hall 
Information on networking activities
Plus, what innovation means to DPHARM 2022 advisors

And interviews with the following speakers and sponsors: 

Maimah Karmo, Founder/CEO, Tigerlily Foundation, on how to 
create real investment in diversifying research participation;

Ann Dokus, Senior Director, Head of Technology, Global Patient & 
Site Solutions, and Melissa Easy, VP of R&D Technologies, IQVIA, 
on bringing transformative change to sites and patients;

Terttu Haring, Head of Clinical Innovation Office, Sanofi, on what 
to expect for Sanofi’s panel on disrupting the clinical trial process;

Clare Grace, PhD, Chief Patient Officer, Parexel, on how she 
introduces and embeds innovation for the patient’s sake;

Conor Kane, Senior Director, Janssen Clinical Innovation, Janssen 
Research & Development on fighting for the disruption of informed 
consent and panel at DPHARM;

James Fritz, President and Chief Operating Officer, Portamedic, 
tells the story of how Portamedic journeyed into at-home blood 
draws to reduce patient burden in clinical trials;

and Joan Severson, Chief Innovation Officer, Clinical ink, discusses 
how sensor fusion expedites clinical research, plus fostering 
innovation and using digital tools.

Enjoy the issue, and best regards,

Welcome

Allyson Adams
Senior Marketing Manager

Danny McCarthy
Multimedia Editor

Valerie Bowling
Executive Director

Tracey Kimball
Conference Producer

Meredith Sands
Executive Director
Strategic Partnerships

Recommended Media
Click the links below for podcasts 
and newsletters that further the 
conversation on innovation disrupting 
clinical research.

What to Expect at the 12th annual 
DPHARM: Disruptive Innovations to 
Modernize Clinical Research

Webcast

DPHARM Summer 2022 Newsletter: 
Five Perspectives on Remote 
Monitoring

Newsletter

DPHARM Summer 2021 Newsletter: 
What Does Innovation Mean to You?

Newsletter

DPHARM Spring 2022 Newsletter: Three 
Perspectives on Data Science

Newsletter

The DPHARM 2022 Agenda
Agenda

The Practical Implementation of 
Sensors in the Changing Drug 
Development World

Podcast

Enabling Clinical Trial Continuity with 
Live Video Visits

Podcast

How Regeneron Got an FDA Approved 
Therapy for COVID in Record Time: 
Lessons Learned

Key Trends in Digital Transformation 
and How Amazon Approaches 
Innovation

Webcast

Webcast

https://vimeo.com/731781950/ed20c27787
https://vimeo.com/731781950/ed20c27787
https://vimeo.com/731781950/ed20c27787
https://theconferenceforum.org/wp-content/uploads//2022/07/DPHARM_Newsletter_Summer_2022_compressed.pdf
https://theconferenceforum.org/wp-content/uploads//2022/07/DPHARM_Newsletter_Summer_2022_compressed.pdf
https://theconferenceforum.org/wp-content/uploads//2022/07/DPHARM_Newsletter_Summer_2022_compressed.pdf
https://theconferenceforum.org/wp-content/uploads//2021/06/DPHARM_Q2_2021-2.pdf
https://theconferenceforum.org/wp-content/uploads//2021/06/DPHARM_Q2_2021-2.pdf
https://theconferenceforum.org/wp-content/uploads//2022/04/DPHARM_Spring_Newsletter_2022.pdf
https://theconferenceforum.org/wp-content/uploads//2022/04/DPHARM_Spring_Newsletter_2022.pdf
https://theconferenceforum.org/conferences/disruptive-innovations-us/2022-agenda/
https://www.blogtalkradio.com/pharmatalk/2021/01/22/the-practical-implementation-of-sensors-in-the-changing-drug-development-world
https://www.blogtalkradio.com/pharmatalk/2021/01/22/the-practical-implementation-of-sensors-in-the-changing-drug-development-world
https://www.blogtalkradio.com/pharmatalk/2021/01/22/the-practical-implementation-of-sensors-in-the-changing-drug-development-world
https://www.blogtalkradio.com/pharmatalk/2020/09/08/enabling-clinical-trial-continuity-with-live-video-visits
https://www.blogtalkradio.com/pharmatalk/2020/09/08/enabling-clinical-trial-continuity-with-live-video-visits
https://vimeo.com/manage/videos/637881965/c55e3ca89f
https://vimeo.com/manage/videos/637881965/c55e3ca89f
https://vimeo.com/manage/videos/637881965/c55e3ca89f
https://vimeo.com/manage/videos/637941933/acd46f5354
https://vimeo.com/manage/videos/637941933/acd46f5354
https://vimeo.com/manage/videos/637941933/acd46f5354
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Annoucing the Keynotes and Featured Speakers

Next Generation 
Innovation and Learning 
from the Fringes

Malcolm Gladwell
Renowned Author

The Future of Science 
& Medicine: Access and 
Inclusivity

Scott Gottlieb, MD
23rd Commissioner, U.S. Food & 
Drug Administration

Critical Decision-Making 
in R&D Innovation

Judy Sewards
VP, Head of Clinical Trial 
Experience, Pfizer

Reverse Innovation So 
More Patients Benefit

Vijay Govindarajan, PhD
Coxe Distinguished Professor, 
Tuck School of Business, 
Dartmouth College

Radical Change for 
Informed Consent

Ezekiel J. Emanuel, MD, PhD
Vice Provost for Global Initiatives, 
University of Pennsylvania

Radical Change for 
Informed Consent

Peter Ronco
Head of Global Development, 
Janssen Research & Development, 
LLC

Opening Patient 
Speaker: Surviving 
Cancer and War

Maimah Karmo
Founder, Tigerlily Foundation

Advances in Remote 
Data Monitoring

Dina Katabi, PhD
Director, MIT Center for Wireless 
Networks and Mobile Computing
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Reception
The 2022 DPHARM Networking Reception is graciously 
hosted by Pro-Ficiency. You can: 
     Network with peers
     Visit the exhibitors of your choice
     Enjoy the DPHARM Foundation Treasure Hunt with 
the chance to win two tickets to a Broadway show, a 
one-night hotel stay in NYC plus a $500 donation to a 
patient foundation of your choice.
     Organize gift bags to help local families going through 
cancer with the Ronald McDonald House Boston Harbor
     1:1 Partnering

Roundtables
Attendees are welcome to join one of the Birds of a 
Feather Roundtables at the end of Day 1, September 13
Including:
     Securing C-suite Buy-in for Disruptive Change in 
Clinical Operations
     Feedback for FDA on DE&I in Clinical Trials
     Leveraging Blockchain to Accelerate the Verification 
and Sponsor Audit Process
     Addressing Data Sharing Challenges to Drive Next-
Gen Analytics
     Novo Nordisk on Launching a New Data Science and 
Innovation Group in Research and Early Development

Ask the Patients
Ask the Patient provides an opportunity for attendees 
to meet and speak with patients who’ve experienced a 
clinical trial. DPHARM aims to bring patients and industry 
closer together to learn how to improve the way we 
currently design and conduct clinical trials, how to find 
them and communicate the availability of data post-trial.

Ronald McDonald fundraiser
At the DPHARM annual reception on September 13th, 
Help us organize gift bags to help local families going 
through cancer through the Ronald McDonald House 
Boston Harbor. 

Meet the Patient Therapy Dogs
These are great ambassadors to teach empathy. We 
are delighted to have Pets & People Foundation therapy 
dogs and their handlers in the DPHARM Networking & 
Exhibit room to meet attendees during morning breaks. 

Foundation Walk
DPHARM is pleased to offer the foundation treasure hunt 
in the networking room. It makes for a fun and interactive 
way to meet the sponsors and exhibitors, while working 
towards the chance to win a donation to a patient/
disease organization of your choice.

Partnering
The official partnering platform for DPHARM® is Event 
Nest, a 1:1 meeting scheduler. This experience can be 
done via your desktop or mobile device, making it easy to 
continue to interact in real-time as you stay on top of your 
meeting requests. 

What You Can Expect to See, 
Learn, Do at DPHARM 2022

In between keynotes, case studies and 
panel discussions, DPHARM 2022 attendees 
can expect the following: 

Hear directly from the Directors of 
DPHARM 2022 on what you can expect 
in under 10 minutes with Valerie Bowling 
and Tracey Kimball.

Click here to watch

https://vimeo.com/731781950/ed20c27787
https://vimeo.com/731781950/ed20c27787
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1www.DPHARMconference.com

DPHARM: Disruptive Innovations to Modernize Clinical Research AGENDA

September 13-14, 2022 | Westin Copley Place, Boston, MA

www.DPHARMconference.com

The Most Advanced Conference on New Ideas for Clinical Trials
Disruptive Innovations to Modernize Clinical Research

®

Next Gen Innovation 
and Learning from 

the Fringes

Reverse Innovation 
So More Patients 

Benefit   

Critical Decision-
Making in R&D 

Innovation

Advances in Remote 
Data Monitoring 

The Future of 
Science and 

Medicine: Access 
and Inclusivity 

Radical Change for Informed Consent 

Patient Advocate

Malcolm Gladwell
Renowned Author of the 

Tipping Point

Ezekiel J Emanuel, MD, PhD
Special Advisor to the Director 

General of the WHO

Scott Gottlieb, MD
23rd Commissioner, 

FDA

Maimah Karmo
Founder of Tigerlily 

Foundation 

Vijay Govindarajan, PhD
Coxe Distinguished Prof, Tuck 
School of Business, Dartmouth 
College and Author of “Reverse 

Innovation”

Dina Katabi, PhD
Director, MIT Center for 
Wireless Networks and 

Mobile Computing 

Peter Ronco
Head of Global 
Development at 
Janssen R&D

Judy Sewards
VP, Head of Clinical Trial 

Experience at Pfizer
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2022 KEYNOTES AND SPECIAL GUESTS

Lead sponsor Featured Executive SponsorS

Click here for the Agenda

Click here for the Agenda

https://theconferenceforum.org/conferences/disruptive-innovations-us/2022-agenda/
https://theconferenceforum.org/wp-content/uploads//2022/08/DPHARM-DL-Agenda-2022.pdf
https://theconferenceforum.org/conferences/disruptive-innovations-us/2022-agenda/
https://theconferenceforum.org/wp-content/uploads//2022/08/DPHARM-DL-Agenda-2022.pdf
https://theconferenceforum.org/conferences/disruptive-innovations-us/2022-agenda/
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Personalized Predictive Care. Anywhere.

Learn more at biofourmis.com

Advancing digital medicine to 
drive personalized predictive care.
Biofourmis is advancing clinical R&D and real-world evidence across a spectrum of disease 
areas with digital biomarkers and software-based therapeutics powered by FDA-cleared 
algorithms, machine learning, and data science.

D i g i t a l  B i o m a r ke r s  |  D i g i t a l  T h e ra p e u t i c s  |  M e d i c a t i o n  A d h e r e n c e

FV_BIO23442_Digital_Medicine_OnePager.indd   1FV_BIO23442_Digital_Medicine_OnePager.indd   1 01.06.22   10:0201.06.22   10:02

https://biofourmis.com/
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Featured Editorial

10 Maimah Karmo, Founder/CEO of the Tigerlily Foundation, 
on How to Create Real Investment in Diversifying Research 
Participation

15 Ann Dokus, Senior Director, Head of Technology, Global Patient 
& Site Solutions, and Melissa Easy, VP of R&D Technologies, 
IQVIA on Bringing Transformative Change to Sites and Patients

21 Joan Severson, Chief Innovation Officer, Clinical ink, on How 
Sensor Fusion Expedites Clinical Research, plus Fostering 
Innovation and Using Digital Tools

8 Terttu Haring, Head of Clinical Innovation Office, Sanofi on 
What to Expect for Sanofi’s Panel on Disrupting the Clinical Trial 
Process

12 Clare Grace, PhD, Chief Patient Officer, Parexel, on Introducing 
and Embedding Innovation for the Patient’s Sake

17 Conor Kane, Senior Director, Janssen Clinical Innovation, Janssen 
Research & Development on Fighting for the Disruption of 
Informed Consent and Upcoming Panel at DPHARM

19 James Fritz, President and Chief Operating Officer, Portamedic, 
Inc. On Journeying Into At-Home Blood Draws to Reduce Patient 
Burden in Clinical Trials

14 DPHARM 2022 Advisors Share What Innovation Means to Them
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What can attendees expect to learn at your panel 
about ACT4Patients? 

We will reveal for the first time how we brought many 
types of innovations and areas of digital innovation and 
digitization in clinical operations together under one 
umbrella in an integrated approach. What we found 
is that impactful innovation only happens when you 
upgrade your processes and tools end-to-end. 
 

Can you briefly describe the background to unify 
everything under one umbrella?

In late 2019, we made the decision to bring everything 
under one umbrella and name it ACT4Patients. About 
nine months prior, it was clear that different parts of 
the organization were driving their own innovation 
agenda. Many departments were seeking to optimize 
the way they run their piece of the business. In addition 
to operational innovation, there was automation and 
digitization of essential tools. 

And there were, what we would consider more 
disruptive innovations in clinical operations, focused 
on decentralization of trials, digital biomarkers, remote 
monitoring, and remote data management. All elements 
have a big impact on the day-to-day work and on the 
experiences of patients in our programs and trials. 
In addition, these  innovations were likely to have an 
impact on the way investigators work with us. 

We realized that if we wanted to be effective, and have 
the greatest  impact possible, we could not have these 
different streams of innovation working in silos. 

 

You’ve worked in innovation for a long time. For 
what reasons have you seen innovations falter, 
that attendees could learn from? 

People always have extremely good intentions. You can 
have high ambitions for digital assessments on patients, 
for example, but if you don’t have your data flow set 
up, and if your data management tool doesn’t allow 
for that type of data to be processed, then it grinds to 
a halt. What was starting to happen is that we were 
developing parallel processes to accommodate these 
true disruptive innovations, instead of integrating a true 
new way of working on a foundational level.  
 
Since this is a highly interdependent industry, it can 
make participation for patients in clinical trials very 
complex. Because if we need five systems, we can train 
colleagues to juggle five systems, but we should not be 
asking patients who voluntarily dedicate their time and 
energy to navigate five different systems. 
 

“To be innovative, we must 
ask different questions.”
 

Can you speak to how the interconnected nature 
of pharma affects the approach to innovation? 

What we want is that participation in clinical trials 
becomes a treatment option for any patient. If that is 
the goal, we realized that we couldn’t do that without 
being fully integrated. Because you need automation; 
you need quick data review. You need the trial to be 
everywhere, and for the investigators to be everywhere. 

Sanofi’s Head of Clinical 
Innovation Office on What to 
Expect for Sanofi’s Panel on 
Disrupting the Clinical Trial 
Process
Terttu Haring is Head of the Clinical Innovation 
Office, Sanofi. 

At the 2022 DPHARM, Ms. Haring and 
her colleagues will discuss how Sanofi is 
redesigning and transforming clinical trials 
through ACT4Patients, an integrated and 
holistic patient-centric program based on a 
comprehensive innovative strategy. 
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Patients need to be able to find trials. You need to be 
able to collect data in different settings. That was the 
thinking behind ACT4Patients. We asked ourselves – 
what is the ultimate objective of these upgrades and 
innovations and the answer was clearly – how do we 
better serve our patients? That must be the goal driving 
everything else.

Do you see sources of innovation inspiration 
outside of pharma? 

I think of new grocery delivery services. The idea that 
people need something immediately and are willing 
to pay for it has paved the way for very useful and 
innovative services.  Supermarkets have always been 
focused on being as cost effective as possible. 

But the leaders in the industry began to recognize that 
there are other elements that are important such as 
speed and convenience. This leads us to an interesting 
perspective on innovation. To be innovative we must 
ask different questions. In this case, the innovation is 
allowing individuals to make different choices, and not 
making choices for them. In this grocery example, the 
customer is given an option to choose convenience, 
even though it might be more expensive. 
 

Why is now the right time to be presenting 
ACT4Patients?
 
We’ve gone through a certain level of experimentation 
and we know quite well what we think things should 
look like, what we want to achieve and what we 
want to build. We know what is realistic; we know 
what is achievable; we also know what we should be 
measuring. Now, after two-and-a-half years, we have 
complete outputs in hand. 

We also wanted to make sure that we have the 
full support of Sanofi as a whole and we have the 
commitment from the highest levels in the company. 
That is based on robust budgets, but also robust 
return-on-investment value generation models and 
calculations. We are now moving full speed ahead and 
we are confident to be sharing this story with the rest of 
the industry.
 

What does “innovation in clinical research” mean 
in 2022? 

Innovation means making sure that we have a very clear 
target and what is of paramount importance is ensuring 
that clinical trials are a treatment option for any patient 
in the world.  

Innovation in 2022 also means making a commitment 
and focusing on precisely how you want to make a 
difference. However, more foundational innovations 
should not be traded for exploratory innovations, 
because both are part of the equation. We have a 
five-year plan, but we are still in touch with what is 
happening along the way, what is new, and what we 
should be considering as things change. 

We need to maintain a balance between having a robust 
plan in place and keeping our eyes on the prize without 
closing our eyes to what else is happening. 

What do you see as the current balance between 
foundational and exploratory innovations? 

At Sanofi we are seeking to implement foundational 
innovations, and we take that seriously. We want to 
engage with companies that have a robust roadmap 
for innovation and  understand that if you can change 
the way you collect data at the patient level, it has an 
impact in the end on data management and document 
management systems, and even statistical analysis 
systems. We want to work with companies who see 
that bigger end-to-end picture and are as passionate 
about innovation as we are.

“What was starting to 
happen is that we were 
developing parallel 
processes to accommodate 
these true disruptive 
innovations, instead of 
integrating a true new 
way of working on a 
foundational level.”
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You’ve spoken about the influence of your 
mother, who was a healthcare provider, had on 
the relationships you have with other healthcare 
professionals. When your first physician dismissed 
the possibility of breast cancer, was your reaction 
to get a second opinion? 

My first reaction was, “This is off.” I had been taught to 
know my body and be my own advocate, do all the right 
things, like breast examinations, and if I found a problem, 
to go see my OB/GYN, and ask for a mammogram. I 
was doing the things that I was supposed to do. This 
doctor, who was supposedly one of the best in the state, 
was telling me that I was wrong, that I was wasting her 
time, that I was hypersensitive, and to come back in six 
months to a year, or better, in ten years. Back 10, 15 
years ago, the standard was that women were screened 
between 40 and 50; it was not 30 years old. 

I said to her, “I know my body, and something is 
wrong.” You cannot assume because of the standard 
that something’s not wrong with me. If the lump is not 
aspirating, something is in there that’s not a cyst. It was a 
concern, and I refused to take no for an answer. 

When in your own treatment journey did you found 
the Tigerlily Foundation? 

I began treatment. I’m a pretty strong person. I had in my 
mind that I would not lose my hair, that I would be strong and 
go to the gym and I would be able to kick ass throughout the 
whole process. Then I had the first treatment, and my body 
felt weak and dizzy. I began getting emotionally frustrated 
and exhausting, starting to lose weight; the nausea was 
debilitating and I was having fevers and sweats. After my 
second treatment, I was laying in bed. The night before I 
was just done. It was really hard; I couldn’t do it anymore. I 
couldn’t foresee it being my life for a long time. And being that 
I had triple-negative breast cancer, for which there was no 
treatment, I didn’t know if the treatments would work. 

So I got into bed one night and I prayed to God. I said, “If you 
can help restore me in a way that I can make a difference for 
other women, I’ll do that.” And so it probably wasn’t until my 
second treatment that I started Tigerlily. 

I didn’t know what it would be yet. It was just this thing in my 
gut; I knew that I couldn’t go back to my life as it was before. 
That there would be other women talking about their breast 
health, that there would be other women finding lumps or 
discharged, going to see their doctor and being told they 
were too young to have breast cancer. That there would be 
women getting mammograms that would be wrong and that 
they would believe. There were things that I knew I couldn’t 
live with if I didn’t work to change and speak about.

Was participating in a clinical trial ever brought up by 
your healthcare provider? 

I had surgery –  lumpectomy – and then I had chemotherapy, 
but I was never talked to about clinical trials. I say this 
because I had triple-negative breast cancer. TNBC, until a few 
months ago, had no treatment. The treatment that has been 
created is for people who are metastatic TNBC patients. It 
would’ve behooved me to know that there were clinical trials 
for triple-negative breast cancer, even as an early stager, but 
no one ever mentioned clinical trials to me. 

I began to ask questions. I would go on Google and see 
something about a conference, and I would fly there. And 
people would say, “I saw you at the last one,” and the one 
before that. I would learn. I thought it was fascinating, but also 
devastating, because people don’t know what exists. Why 
would you not offer a TNBC patient, even though she’s early 
stage, a clinical trial to see if she wants to get involved? She 
could be a part of developing a trial for early stagers to not 
become metastatic TNBC patients. There are things that I 
could’ve been involved in that could have made a difference 
for myself or others. Thank God that I’m fine 14 years later, 
but some people don’t have the same outcome as I did. 

How to Create Real 
Investment in Diversifying 
Research Participation
Maimah Karmo is the Founder/CEO of the 
Tigerlily Foundation and a survivor of breast 
cancer.  While undergoing her second round 
of chemotherapy, she launched the Tigerlily 
Foundation to educate, empower, advocate 
for and support young women affected by 
breast cancer. Tigerlily provides breast health, 
educational, empowerment wellness and 
transformational programs to young women.
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Does Tigerlily ever promote clinical trials?

Organizations evolve. My organization began with me as an 
early stager, and what I faced in terms of disparities. Then I 
began seeing a lot of my friends have recurrences. We were 
taught early on that if you find the cancer early, then you’ll be 
fine. That’s not true. If you find it early, it’s a good thing but 
you have to stay vigilant, keep getting screened, watch your 
lifestyle. So we began to veer into MBC and help people who 
are metastatic. 

We began looking into how some patients were living longer. 
What helped change those outcomes? It was the trials 
that they were on, that could help prolong their lives – three 
months, six months, a year, five years. And so we evolved to 
look at trials. 

Then I discovered that Black women had 40% higher death 
rates than their white counterparts, and we’re facing multiple 
barriers to care. Now we’re heavily focused on clinical trial 
engagement, and really working with communities that are 
underserved to figure out how to get them to understand 
trials. With the medical mistrust, many people of color – and 
Black people in particular – don’t trust the healthcare system, 
scientists, researchers and definitely not clinical trials. 

Part of my vision is to make trials less clinical. There’s a saying 
in our community, “Use what was meant for your harm, for 
good.” In the past, trials were used for Black people’s harm, 
but not any longer. People are working to save lives. We’re 
helping to change the narrative around clinical trials, building 
trust in communities, bringing patients to trials earlier and 
consistently. 

You touched upon the notion of bias turning into 
barriers for diverse participation in trials. Can you 
expand on that? 

I was thinking about how disparities start. A person has a 
bias, and the bias leads to separation – exclusionary behavior 
– that becomes part of your system. It’s the entire system 
that creates barriers, and the barriers create disparities, and 
the disparities create death. Through our inclusion pledge, 
the whole goal is to back from disparities through these 
healthcare systems to the bias that started it, and working 
with organizations that have systemic biases that they might 
not even know about. 

What conversations would you encourage systems to 
have to confront their biases and enact that meaningful 
change?

We all have biases, whether they’re for good or bad. The 
key is examine our biases, and how those biases can create 
separation or exclusion, and how that can create systems 
that exclude people of color and create disparities. 

It’s being vulnerable. It’s saying, “Here is what I was taught 
to believe, and maybe I could be wrong. And if I am wrong, 
that could impact someone’s life.” Versus feeling a sense of 
“I can’t be racist,” or “I can’t be biased.” Think about how to 
use your privilege for power. 

If there are barriers, work to eliminate them. It’s really looking 
out of your comfort zone. For example, last year we took 
Black patients to San Antonio Breast, which is the largest 
global breast cancer conference in the world. I’ve been there 
many times and I’ve seen scientists and researchers and 
pharma talk about the importance of getting Black people 
into clinical trials. Well, who was on the panel discussing that? 
Older white people. I’m sitting in the room, thinking that I 
don’t see any other Black patients here and I don’t see myself 
on the stage. I’m not asked about my opinions. So how do 
you propose to get Black patients on trials when you’re not 
talking to us, with us? You’re talking about me, trying to figure 
out a solution about me, when I’m not in the room or invited 
to the table? 

I always encourage pharma: if you want to create a solution 
for me, create it with me, walking beside me. Don’t make me 
a meal that you think I should be eating. 

Is there anything you’d like to end with as a call to 
action? 

I want to see true investment with the patient population. That 
means being on the ground, in those communities, working 
with them. I think people will often say, “Here’s an advocate 
that could speak on your panel,” and they’ll want somebody 
who’s more polished, articulate, presentable. That’s part of 
the bias: wanting somebody who will fit in, look like you, talk 
like you, right? It’s not our job to switch our behavior or culture 
to fit into your paradigm because you think it’s not intelligent 
or that we don’t understand. But by denying us that right to 
use our voices in the way that’s true for us, it harms those 
who are not being heard in communities that are facing the 
worst disparities. That’s part of the bias that we have to face. 

We have to talk to those people; we have to engage with 
them; we have to speak their language. We have to hear 
what their problems are and then co-create solutions. These 
are hard conversations, but they have to be had, because at 
the end of the day, they save lives. 
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What is your goal as Parexel’s Chief Patient Officer? 

When I came to Parexel, the organization had already 
established new core values. One of them was “Patients 
first.” My job is to make sure that “Patients first” is not a 
theoretical movement, but a practical commitment within our 
organization that everyone is, as they’re conducting their day-
to-day work, putting patients first and foremost and thinking 
how that will impact the patient. 

I also run operational groups around patient engagement, 
patient recruitment and retention. We also have our Patient 
Innovation Center, which is a sandbox environment where 
we test and trial new technologies, new methodologies, and 
new ways of working that are more-patient focused. And 
then I also have our Site Alliance group, because the conduit 
to most patients is through the healthcare team. And, having 
access to the sites that we use most frequently is important. 

How does turning patients at the heart of research 
from theory to practice disrupt the way trials are 
conducted now? 

One of the first things I did was ensure that elements of 
inclusion, such as age, gender, sexual orientation, race/
ethnicity, are measured in every trial, and that we are 
trying to map that to a baseline. Now, when a trial comes 
in, we establish a baseline for that medical population by 
understanding the demography of that patient base, and 
then we measure throughout the trial proactively, that we are 
matching that diversity split. 

Another way is that a lot of the new decentralized 
technologies are patient-led or patient-directed. It’s a patient 
entering data. And so, in testing, we need to bring in real 
patients, not just the CRO staff or the sponsor. Things that 
we are actively doing to ensure that, when the rubber hits the 
road, we are incorporating the patient voice into our studies.

What are the strategies you’re employing to 
ensure a trial is recruiting patients according to the 
demography? 

About a year ago, we launched a campaign with the Society 
for Clinical Research Sites for their diversity site assessment 
tool. We’ve asked all our alliance sites to complete that 
assessment, so we understand where the sites are in their 
journey of supporting and including all patient demographics.

So once we’ve established a baseline for that medical 
population by understanding the demography of that patient 
base, we can be more targeted in who we need to recruit. 
Let’s make sure we’re placing sites in the areas where the 
population are accessing healthcare. And as we measure 
through the trial, we may look to alter the site mix; we may 
look to embark on a campaign that works more closely with 
social advocacy to support bringing those patients on board 
and explain to them the importance of representation in 
clinical data. 

What work is Parexel doing to reduce patient burden? 

One of the biggest goals is personal choice for patients. 
When we look at decentralized technologies, it’s important 
that we give options to patients. For example, home nursing 
is great for some people. But our research shows that the 
Southeast Asian community would be very reluctant to have 
a healthcare worker come to their home because it’s seen 
as taboo to be ill in that community. They would rather go 
to a pharmacy – there comes our relationship with CVS, for 
example, where they can drop in. 

We know from talking to our patients that participate in 
psychiatric studies, that they value communicating directly 
with their health care team, to be able to talk through their 
treatment. For them, it’s important to be able to access their 
team face-to-face. They don’t want to do a virtual visit. 

How Parexel’s Chief Patient 
Officer Introduces and 
Embeds Innovation for the 
Patient’s Sake
Clare Grace, PhD, is Chief Patient Officer 
for Parexel, leading Parexel’s Patient and Site 
Engagement, including patient engagement 
strategies and initiatives to enhance clinical trial 
diversity as well as new, innovative approaches 
to help teams and customers work more 
effectively with investigative sites.
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Having choice and supporting that is the single most 
important thing: to help patients be able to choose on that 
day how their visit in a clinical trial is conducted and how they 
want it to be conducted. 

How challenging is it to operationalize choice 
optionality?

It is challenging. We must be measured in the approach and 
making sure that we get the right one to patients is important, 
and we must balance it against cost. But also, if we make 
it more accessible, patients will be recruited into the study 
faster. That will reduce drug development timelines, which 
will reduce cost and make drugs more accessible. There’s a 
balance to be had there. But improving recruitment rates is 
key in reducing the cost of drugs.

Where do you place us in the timeline of true 
optionality that doesn’t drive up costs? 

I’d say we’re probably about 30% of the way there, in all 
honesty. About 80% of the projects that we are strategizing 
about now include an element of decentralization or 
accessibility. We’re including things like virtual visits, home 
healthcare, direct patient shipments of drug, pharmacy 
incorporation, etc. But what we are seeing is that not all those 
options are available. 

There are other things we could do to reduce costs, which 
are still in development. We find that 90% of the time, a visit is 
done in a site because a blood draw is needed. We’re looking 
into things like micro-sampling, where a patient could take a 
finger prick themselves, package it and pop it into the post. 
That means that you can virtualize so many more of those 
visits. That would be a game changer. Hopefully, we’ll be able 
to solution it. 

What aspect of the patient journey is ripe for 
innovation? 

One of those is the micro-sampling I just mentioned. Another 
area is more inclusion. We have large centers that many 
people go to every day: the supermarket or the gym, for 
example. Many of these centers of social colocation could be 
incorporated more closely into the health journey. 

What we need to do is draw from consumer marketing, 
and what consumers want, and think of our patients as 
consumers. Because we often think of people as patients, 
and therefore, “Of course, if they have this medical need, then 
they’re going to want to take three days off to get access to a 
drug.” But no, they don’t. We can look at tactics of behavioral 
science and consumer science. Those are the areas that 
will help us drive forward in terms of getting recruitment into 
clinical trials and gaining participation.

How does the “patient as consumer” mentality impact 
marketing or other language? 

It influences it in every way. We say we have a global strategy 
with a local approach. The global strategy might be “We want 
to recruit more patients of Southeast Asian heritage.” Okay, 
so how do we do that? Well, it’s different in the US than it is in 
Europe, than it is in Southeast Asia. 

A lot of it boils down to those three barrier categories of 
medical/scientific, logistical, and the behavioral/cultural. 
You must make sure that you are in the right space where 
those patients are living, where they’re working, that you 
understand the cultural nuances and the needs of that 
community, and that you’re embedding with that community 
in a long-term way. Social advocacy is just as important as 
medical advocacy and traditional patient advocacy. And we’ll 
see much more outreach into the community to non-medical 
roots in the future, much as you do with consumer marketing.

What do you consider the hallmarks of true innovation 
in clinical research? 

Innovation only happens when it gets embedded and 
becomes the norm. There are so many things that we see 
that are innovative, but they’re not innovation because they 
don’t embed. True innovation often happens in small or 
simple steps but putting them into practice in a concerted 
way ensures that you get that needed change. Innovation 
must be consumable by the organization, and you have to 
embed it moving forward. I get a lot more excited about what 
I call pragmatic innovation: those small steps that you can 
see. It may be a long journey. Eventually, you may be able to 
move the needle a lot, but it may take 10 steps, and I’d rather 
see those 10 steps, and do one at a time, then try to make 
the great big leaps that just don’t always work. 

How do you enable change management to introduce 
and embed innovation? 

We start with the end in mind. The most important is to 
bring in those people who will be doing that job or who 
are impacted. And it’s so important that right from the very 
beginning we understand the route of this change back into 
the business. Once we’ve established that, we can then bring 
those key stakeholders in, and we can ensure that we are 
building it with them and training them at the same time. It’s 
not done to them, it’s done with them. And always, show the 
value proposition to multiple audiences: whether it’s patients, 
sponsors, staff, etc.

For more information, visit parexel.com

https://www.parexel.com/
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Craig Lipset, Advisor and Founder, Clinical Innovation 
Partners
“Innovation is an idea from which we derive value, realizing 
impact and sustainability.” 

Conor Kane, Senior Director, Janssen Clinical 
Innovation, Janssen Research & Development
“Innovation is helping our business deliver on promises; to think 
about what we’re committing to and how we get there.” 

Adama Ibrahim, eMBA, VP, Digital Strategy and 
Change Management, Novo Nordisk
“I look at innovation as part of evolution and change in 
society.” 

Ann Dokus, Director of Technology, Global Patient & 
Site Services, IQVIA
“How do we use tech more effectively for sites/patients/
caregivers? Innovation without action is daydreaming.” 

Maimah Karmo, Founder/CEO, Tigerlily Foundation
“Systemic change that is community-driven.”

Laura Kling, former Director, Digital Innovation,
Sanofi 
“Working in digital innovation has been about figuring out 
how to navigate change.” 

Kushal Gohil, SVP, Corporate Strategy & Innovation, 
Parexel
“Innovation is a match-making process of problems and 
solutions.” 

Hassan Kadhim, Director, Head of Clinical Trial 
Business Capabilities, Global Development 
Operations, BMS
“Innovation is a continuum; an organization has to have a 
portfolio of innovative initiatives, some ready-to-scale, and 
others long-shots.” 

Bert Hartog, PhD, Senior Director, Janssen Clinical 
Innovation, Janssen R&D Global Development, 
Janssen-Pharmaceutica NV
“Innovation is all about evidence generation, and with that 
evidence, we can inspire or provide proof of business value.”

Lisa La Luna, SVP, Patient Advocacy, SME & Senior 
Advisor, WCG
“Innovation is about bringing medicines to patients faster.” 

Deirdre BeVard, SVP, R&D Strategic Operations, CSL 
Behring
“Innovation is looking broadly at how one can simplify the 
complex and make it more widely accessible to people.”

Doug Schantz, SVP, Clinical Operations, Asklepios 
BioPharm
“Innovation is any ability to improve the quality, speed, value, 
and experience of our research.”

Barry Nelson, Patient Advocate 
“It means making people aware of the research going on.”  

Mohammed Ali, former VP, Digital Analytics and 
Performance, GSK
“Innovation is an impact or idea that is accepted by change. 
That idea should be beneficial, with the ultimate intent of 
driving positive change.” 

Anand Chokkalingam, PhD, Executive Director and 
Head of RWE Virology TA, Gilead
“Innovation is faster decision-making, to take bigger risks 
early on, in the name of speed.”  

Laura Hilty, Vice President Strategy, Advarra
“Recognizing where we are starting from, but not being 
constrained by that.” 

Yusuf Ghadiali, Executive Director, Head of Clinical 
Trial Business Operations, Global Clinical Operations 
and Planning, Daiichi Sankyo, Inc
“Changing the ways things are done for the better.”

Joe Kim, MBA, Chief Marketing Officer, ProofPilot
“Innovation is about abundance – bringing abilities to those 
who hadn’t had them, or bring more of the access to 
people who already had a little bit.”

Bari Kowal, SVP, Head Development Operations & 
Portfolio Management, Regeneron
“Innovation starts with how we design our protocols. If you 
don’t have that, nothing else really matters.”

What Does Innovation 
Mean to these DPHARM 
2022 Advisors?
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What is IQVIA doing to modernize clinical research 
in 2022? 

ME: From a clinical technology perspective, we’re very 
focused on the user experience and the variety of clinical 
applications our core stakeholders – patients, sites and 
sponsors – need to focus on. I have a particular passion 
around site experiences. Our innovation approach now 
is focused on reducing sites’ administrative burden, from 
designing and planning the protocol and operations to 
how sites and patients are paid, to implementing hybrid 
trials that enable better patient engagement. 

AD: I look at recruitment and enablement and the patient 
journey, particularly how you create a more consumer-
grade experience. How to engage, empathize and work 
with individuals, bring them to studies and sites, making 
sure that the relationships work well for everyone involved. 

How does a consumer-grade mindset impact the 
patient journey? 

AD: It starts with listening the patients themselves. 
People have their phones, they have their apps, 
they have their engagement incentives. They have 
technologies that become sticky. One thing that we are 
very focused on is understanding what those patient-
centric expectations are, and then making sure that we 
are bridging gaps to deliver to them. 

The other thing that is important is delivering 
opportunities out to the community. We are expanding 
from what was a traditional approach to recruitment, 
and using direct to patient capabilities and meeting 
communities where they are. That changes the 
recruitment technology approach. It changes how we 
look at the UX/UI. 

To deliver patient centricity, we must deliver simple, 
accessible, engaging, beautiful, intuitive capabilities, get 
feedback and then look again at what is working and 
what we need to evolve.

How does a consumer-grade mindset impact the 
site experience? 

ME: We could pull up the stats from 10 years ago 
about sites’ biggest frustrations, and I don’t know that 
they’ve changed much. We have seen many sites 
engage on a study, then never do another. In talking 
with Sites, we hear of the high administrative burden 
they feel, and complaints around the industry in terms 
of how slowly they get compensated for their efforts. 
I feel IQVIA has made some advancement using 
technology for payments, but as it still ranks as one of 
the highest barriers to continuing participation, we need 
to continually improve through innovative technology and 
process automation.

Can you give an example by what you mean about 
reducing site burden?

ME:  We’re using technology to tackle investigator 
payments - improving how fast they are actually paid for 
their work. If you look at the average site’s cash flow, it is 
typically a tight window for payment. During COVID, we 
sent out payments earlier, before some work had even 
been done based on sponsors’ approval purely because 
we knew some sites were about to shut down due to the 
pandemic. 

We also provide sites with the technology so they can 
log in and have visibility into, by patient and by activity, 
how much they were paid, with appropriate details. 
Sometimes, sites receive a check, and they don’t even 
know which sponsor it was, let alone which study or 
which activity. Imagine trying to reconcile that. 

IQVIA’s Ann Dokus 
and Melissa 
Easy on Bringing 
Transformative 
Change to Sites and 
Patients
DPHARM’s Multimedia Editor 
Danny McCarthy spoke with 
IQVIA’s Melissa Easy, VP of R&D 
Technologies and Ann Dokus, 
Senior Director, Head of Technology, 
Global Patient & Site Solutions, 
to discuss IQVIA’s latest work in 
addressing site and patient needs.
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What are other issues sites are dealing with? 

ME: Some sponsors choose to run studies with a variety 
of technologies from different vendors. Many vendors 
are not providing or participating in single sign-on. 
And because everyone is working on iPads, sites are 
continuously having to work out which iPad to use for 
which activity.  We are very conscious of making sure that 
all our technologies came together and had the ability to 
be provisioned onto a device that wasn’t ours. 

If we think through studies, and the amount of data that 
we are generating, we must think about how to use it. 
How do we reduce the burden on a patient or a site to 
know what needs to happen? How do we surface data 
at the right time? How do we drive connected intelligence 
to make sure things flow as easily as possible?

AD: There is the question of seamlessness: we think 
about how to facilitate the consolidation of interested 
participants so a site can see all the potential study 
participants in one place - how to take someone who 
has said they’re interested in participating and provide a 
seamless journey to consent, screening, and enrollment.  

By creating those integrations and supporting them by 
bringing in data from different places, we are creating 
a more seamless environment for the site. It’s not 
perfect, but the technologies continue to evolve, with a 
commitment to continuously improve our offerings.

Ann, where along the patient journey are you seeing 
a lot of transformative change? 

AD: In the initial engagement: by evaluating the 
patient burden before a trial begins, we can suggest 
opportunities to lessen the burden with for patients and 
their care communities.  We can create empathetic, 
relatable patient education materials.  We can plan for 
decentralized opportunities.  We ask ourselves, “Are we 
reaching diverse communities”?   

As we’ve grown from a site-based recruiting strategy to 
an expansion of direct-to-patient relationships we gain 
insights as to what motivates individuals to participate 
in clinical research. When a person engages with us, we 
seek to understand what they’re looking at, responding 
to, and understanding.  It’s much more of a thoughtful 
give and take.  First impressions are critical.  

It’s that front end engagement - particularly what 
technologies, ideas, people and training can be put out 
into the community that changes a first impression of the 
clinical research. Innovation is built around understanding 
the relationship with participants and exceeding their 
expectations. 

What new developments are you seeing in the role 
of data for sites? 

ME: We integrate a lot of commercial data, real world 
data and clinical data. If you ask most people to describe 
the continuum of healthcare: they would start talking 
about site identification, then site activation, etc., and 
eventually it goes to real world Phase IV, and then 
eventually it’s commercialized. I don’t think that’s the way 
it works anymore. 

Now, it may start with real world and commercial data, 
and then you initiate a clinical trial. This data continuum 
is something we’re looking at currently. What can we do 
around protocol design that is based on data that will help 
reduce patient burden? There are many examples where 
we track data that is not critical to the trial. Can we reduce 
the risk while improving the quality by providing the insights 
that matter to the right person, at the right time? 

What is the vision of innovative clinical research 
that you’re keeping as your North Star? 

ME: My North Star is that, for a clinical trial, we create 
a digital front door. I don’t care if behind that is IQVIA 
technology, IQVIA partner technology or a competitor’s 
technology. But for sites and sponsors, when they go 
through that door, all the information they need gets 
surfaced in terms of what is due, what is going on with 
each study, etc. That sites can do so, and all of that data 
is pulled together for them; now that can have a huge 
impact for sites. 

AD: For me, the North Star is about that long-term 
relationship with someone. A patient is a patient 
sometimes, but they are a person always. It’s crucial 
to have a trusted relationship with us so that they can 
lean in when they need us – when they want to know 
more, during a trial, after they’ve participated, etc. It’s 
about how you keep that long-term relationship, and not 
making it a one-and-done but being there as a trusted 
partner along their healthcare journey. 

For more information, visit iqvia.com

https://www.iqvia.com/
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Why is the topic of disrupting informed consent 
important to discuss at DPHARM 2022?

We’re striving to have an informed consent that 
actually is understandable by as much of the 
population as possible. But as we bring on more 
and more disruptive technologies, or we look to gain 
greater insights in our data, or have more complex 
clinical trials, with multiple combination doses, the 
informed consent is getting longer and longer. 

As we try to get more innovative, unfortunately, for the 
patient, the details they’re given can get more complex 
and cumbersome over time. The brunt of that is on the 
patient as we try to change the paradigm. 

Why are people still not widely embracing the 
technologies needed for e-consent? 

What’s in the informed consent is still very 
cumbersome. The e-consent is not presented well or 
in a language that is understandable by many people. 
So we’re not using technology the right way. If we 
all agree that people are getting more digitally savvy, 
and we see that there’s a benefit of using electronic 
tools to help gather that consent or to help educate 
the patient in more interesting and digital formats, that 
can happen already. But it’s not happening because – 
again – the root cause is still cumbersome. 

Why, even with new technologies emerging, have 
we not seen a change in informed consent? 

In my previous life in process automation, the first step 
was to simplify, then standardize, and then look at a 
system that can add on top of that. 

But until we can simplify and standardize how we 
present risks to patients, it’s very difficult to reach out 
and bring on some of these new tools. 

What do you hope comes out of the conversation 
from the DPHARM audience? 

That change is possible. Since the 1980s, if you look 
at the literature, there’s been a unified voice saying 
we need to do better. Guidelines have evolved over 
the years, and yet, when we look at it, we’ve not 
really been able to. This is more of an approach we’ve 
taken, with data, to see if it is possible to bring radical 
change. I would hope audience members say, “That 
resonates with me, either as working in the industry or 
knowing someone who has been part of this.”

“As we try to get more 
innovative, unfortunately, 
for the patient, the details 
they’re given can get more 
complex and cumbersome 
over time. 

The brunt of that is on the 
patient as we try to change 
the paradigm.”  

Janssen on Fighting for 
the Disruption of Informed 
Consent and their Panel at 
DPHARM
Conor Kane is Senior Director, Janssen Clinical 
Innovation, Janssen Research & Development, 
LLC. At the 2022 DPHARM, Mr Kane and his 
panel will come together to challenge how 
we can finally make real changes to informed 
consent that reduces the burden to patients.
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Can you tell us about the panelists?

On the panel, we’ll have Dr Ezekiel Emanuel from 
the University of Pennsylvania; Peter Ronco, who is 
Head of Global Development, Janssen R&D; Dr Craig 
Tendler, who is VP, Oncology Clinical Development 
and Global Medical Affairs, Janssen R&D; and Dr Bill 
Terry, who is the Medical Director, Clinical Research at 
Janssen R&D. 

These are industry experts and physicians, many of 
whom have had personal experience of either having 
been in a clinical trial or have had people close to us in 
a clinical trial. We do know how difficult this can be. I 
would also hope that people see that change actually 
can happen and happen quite quickly, when you 
put a number of people together who can solve this 
holistically, and when you have an outside-in view to 
challenge some of our more cumbersome processes. 

How do you view innovation in clinical research?

For us, innovation is understanding what patients really 
want. For example, is healthcare at home really what 
a patient wants? Certainly, we’re focusing on the goal 
of greater accessibility, using digital tools, but also 
how we operate our studies physically, making that 
more accessible and convenient to a patient. Patients 
should have a choice, either use a digital interaction 
or virtual interaction, or go to the physical site as they 
would prior to COVID. But in between, there’s a lot 
of different ways to make life more convenient for a 
patient. Whether it’s local access to labs or choices 
around where they would make a visit: that’s the piece 
that we’re focusing on. 

We can take our learnings from COVID and see 
what pieces we can work on to embed in our way of 
working. It’s time to look back and see which of these 
pieces really worked for the patients and worked for 
the sites.

What are you looking forward to learning more 
about at DPHARM? 

What I’m looking forward to at DPHARM is seeing 
where are the channels of innovation leading to that 
resonate with us and for us to put our resources to, in 
this very complex, uncertain and ambiguous space. 

When we look at vendors, we’re sometimes asked 
for ROI. Having vendors at DPHARM, we can get a 
greater understanding of the business case for a new 
technology than by trying to sort through so many 
different vendors.

More at DPHARM
Innovative Patient-Centric 
Sources & Solutions

Pharma Innovation 2022 
Reporting from the Trenches

and the return of DPHARM 
Idol Disrupt 2022
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How did Portamedic get involved in clinical research? 

It came out of an initial conversation we had with a CRO, 
who reached out to us. Our core business – through 
APPS – was life insurance examinations. For nearly 
50 years, we’ve been going into people’s homes and 
drawing blood, collecting medical histories and vital 
statistics and providing that to the insurance industry. We 
are the largest provider of those services to insurance 
companies. 

In 2020, we were contacted by a CRO having problems 
getting patients to stay in a trial. The first year into the 
pandemic, we were able to keep our phlebotomists going 
into people’s homes for our insurance business. They 
asked if we could help by sending phlebotomists into 
homes to draw blood. We took on that particular trial, 
had a lot of success with it, and we were given additional 
opportunities. Now, we’re working with CROs, pharma 
sponsors and with research organizations doing a lot 
of early cancer detection studies, using blood testing. 
I’m amazed at and humbled by the intelligence and the 
science behind what they’re doing. It’s incredible work. 

Before being approached by that first CRO, had 
Portamedic considered branching into clinical trials? 

We had thought about it, but we were very focused for 
a long time, almost 50 years, trying to get bigger and 
be more impactful and to become the best in our core 
insurance business. It’s really only in the last few years 
where we achieved what we wanted to, which was to 
become the biggest and more importantly, the best. With 
that in mind, we felt it was the appropriate time to see 
what else we could be doing: how we could leverage 
the great work that we do, and the great people that we 
have to do more. Clinical trials were exciting for us, as 
was playing some role in driving trials forward through 
decentralization.

How does a blood draw for a clinical trial differ from 
one for a life insurance examination?

At its root, it is the same. However, there are different 
requirements and protocols by trial that make it different. 
The blood collection for life insurance is more standard. 
There are two laboratories that serve the life insurance 
market; their blood kits are very similar. With clinical trials, 
the protocol differs for each trial, and that impacts what 
we do when we prepare to go into a person’s home. 

For instance, one trial protocol might require two types of 
blood tubes and another one requires 10. One needs to 
have the blood centrifuged. Another may need to have 
the completed specimens delivered right to FedEx or to 
a sponsor immediately. Each trial offers a different look. 
That’s the biggest difference for us. And then, of course, 
the patients themselves. It’s a different group of people 
that we’re working with during each trial.

How does your work enable patient access, greater 
patient diversity, or ease of patient burden? 

We really lead inclusion. We really drive that inclusion 
and expand the pool of potential trial patients through 
our ability to offer home services in all 50 states in Puerto 
Rico. 

Whether it’s the trial participant who is homebound 
because of a medical reason, whether it’s someone who 
cannot travel for logistical reasons, they’re likely not going 
to last for the duration of the trial. If we can take even 
some of the burden off those patients, they’re more likely 
to stay in the trial. We do nearly 2 million blood draws 
a year. We can have somebody in a home in East LA 
Monday at 9am. And we can have another phlebotomist 
at a home in North Platte, Nebraska, on Monday morning 
at 9am. That allows us to deliver significant capability and 
flexibility on a national level.

Journeying Into At-Home 
Blood Draws to Reduce 
Patient Burden in Clinical 
Trials
James Fritz is the President and Chief 
Operating Officer of Portamedic, Inc. 
Portamedic, affiliated with American Para 
Professional Systems, Inc. (APPS), is an 
industry leader in providing mobile phlebotomy.
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What does the typical visit look like for a patient? 

The key to our visit is to bring convenience and comfort 
to the patient. We will arrive at a scheduled time and may 
perform the blood draw as quick as 20 minutes or up to 
an hour, depending on the protocol. For one trial, there 
may be 10 blood tubes drawn with centrifuging required. 
And for some others, it may just be two tubes collected. 
A blood kit may have been provided to the patient, or 
the phlebotomist may bring it with them. So for those 
particular visits, we can keep the patient in their home 
and not have to travel. We’re able to alleviate some of the 
pressure for the patient and the site. 

How have patients responded? 

We’ve had multiple patients tell us that had it not been 
for what we did, they would not have been able to 
stay in a trial. That’s very powerful feedback. It speaks 
to what everybody’s doing, and what we’re all trying 
to accomplish: to make participating in a trial more 
convenient and easier. We can have a greater outreach 
to get to patients who may not be able to be in a trial 
otherwise, because they are in a remote area, or can’t 
leave their home, or have busy schedules. 

People don’t drop out of trials because they don’t 
think it’s valuable: they drop out because it’s too time-
consuming and logistically challenging.

Do you offer services in addition to bloodwork? 

Right now, we’ve been focused on blood draws, 
though we are considering other services. We’ve been 
approached about collecting vitals, which – if a particular 
trial comes to fruition – we’ll do as well. We are looking 
to see where else we can play a role and how to drive 
the mobile experience into the home to be helpful, and to 
make it more convenient for patients. 

We have created a patient recruitment unit and are very 
excited about the opportunity and where it will take 
us. We recognize the critical need for more patients to 
participate in clinical trials.

In addition, there is a company named Caption Health 
with an amazing cardiac ultrasound technology that can 
be used on a mobile basis. We did a pilot with them 
in California, and we’re about to expand to a national 
program. That’s not clinical trials, per se, but we look at a 
technology like that and wonder, “Can that play a role in 
certain trials, at some point?” It could be a helpful test to 
run in the midst of a trial. I don’t know yet, but it’s exciting 
to think about. 

What has your perception been of clinical trials, 
especially entering the industry at such a tumultuous 
time? 

It’s been so interesting to watch the recent evolution of 
decentralized trials, in such a short amount of time. I’m 
amazed at the intelligence and the science behind the 
trials and what these pharmaceutical companies are trying 
to achieve, to bring about healthier outcomes for people. 

There are many organizations trying to figure what a 
decentralized model really looks like: how much to bring to 
the patients, or how much data can be used, etc. Blood 
testing continues to be a critical part of many trials, so it 
plays to our strengths as the industry looks to decentralize 
more and move some of the more basic requirements out 
of the site. Our timing just happened to be perfect.

What are you anticipating in the next few years for 
Portamedic and working in the trial space? 

We’ve expanded the number of CROs that we’re 
working for, as well as sponsors. We have developed 
relationships with certain sites as well. I think our work is 
a complement to the role a site plays. Because if we take 
some of what they have to do off their plate, that leads 
to more patients staying in the trial, then everybody wins. 
So we hope to expand our reach in that regard, and just 
continue to move the ball forward. 

We built this infrastructure over 50 years.  We know 
how to manage mobile services, and we know how to 
manage those services across the country in difficult-to-
reach areas. And so our priority right now is to continue 
to drive that. We have the spirit of a startup and the 
expertise of a well-established, successful company. 
Between our mobile services and patient recruitment, we 
are excited about our involvement in clinical trials. 

For more information, visit portamedic.com

https://portamedic.com/
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What work is Clinical ink leading to disrupt and 
innovate clinical research?

My team is immediately focused on taking the data from 
sensors, wearables, and mobile technology and fusing it 
together to create a holistic picture of the patient. We do 
this by integrating data from the everyday context of a 
patient’s life – what we call “patient science” – and fusing 
it with more traditional clinical data.
 
We’re at the beginning of something that will drastically 
change the industry. By fusing these wearable, sensor, 
and mobile data together, we are able to create very rich 
data models to better prove or more quickly disprove 
therapy efficacy – as well as understand an intervention’s 
effect on a patient’s quality of life. As we look to the 
future, my team is most excited about our work in 
tying passive data to active assessments, as well as 
possibilities that open up when working with patient-
consented geofencing and GPS data integration.
 

What is the “patient science” data you’re referring to? 

At Clinical ink, our vision is to advance clinical discovery 
by positioning ourselves at the convergence of data, 
technology, and patient science. Everyone in our 
industry uses phrases like patient-centered or patient 
centricity, but we believe the future of clinical trials is truly 
dependent on powering patients to become more active 
participants in science. 

We have an obligation to develop comprehensive, 
actionable, patient-centered assessments and 
measurements that put science back into the patient’s 
hands – or, as I like to say, on their wrists and in their 
pockets.
 

How are you addressing the challenges of integrating 
data from a patient’s life with clinical-grade data?

We’ve developed processes and platforms that 
are designed to support the evolving modalities of 
patient data capture both in the clinic and at home; 
voice, movement, lifespace, cognition, mood, activity, 
medication use, biometrics. 

Our platform supports ingestion of data from our 
native applications in clinic and at home, as well as 
third party sources.  As much as we would like to see 
everyone’s data formatted for ingestion – processing 
and synchronization through industry data standards 
and APIs – the reality is we will probably always have 
cases where we need to do some analysis to bring 
data together and to create data models that support 
study operations as well as data analysis processes 
and pipelines.
 

How do you give an accurately weighted context to 
something gathered from a patient’s everyday life and 
put it into the scale used for clinical data?

It’s not necessarily about the weighting of data, it’s about 
fusing this incredibly rich data together to create an 
enhanced model of a patient’s condition and its effect 
on their quality of life. Our data science team works with 
patients, study sponsors, clinical teams, and our research 
collaborators to understand what impacts patients’ 
quality of life and how.
 
At the end of the day the platform needs to build a model 
of a patient quite similar to how a physician builds their 
own model in their chart each time they are presented 
with a patient. We are not intending on replacing that 
physician, but we are building an additional model of the 
patient that lives in digital space.

How Sensor Fusion Expedites 
Clinical Research, plus 
Fostering Innovation and 
Using Digital Tools 
Joan Severson is the Chief Innovation Officer 
at Clinical ink. She has more than 20 years of 
experience in computer science and human 
computer interaction. At Clinical ink, she brings 
scientific and human-computer interaction 
expertise to inform the monitoring of cognitive 
performance, behavior, movement, and real-
world activity across many complex therapeutic 
areas, both inside and outside the clinic.
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Can you give an example of sensor fusion?

We’re doing this work every day. You can see this 
play out brilliantly in our public WATCH-PD work in 
collaboration with the University of Rochester, Biogen, 
Takeda, and the Critical Path Institute. In this study – 
participants used an iPhone and Apple Watch to collect 
active tasks and passive behavioral data for over 12 
months.  Tasks included active psychomotor, cognitive, 
voice tasks and ePROs (mood, fatigue, ADLs), and 
continuous passive behavioral data streams.  These 
assessments were all aligned with the Unified Parkinson’s 
Disease Rating Scale (UPDRS).
 
The interdisciplinary work of this study will aid in 
developing digital biomarkers to better understand 
Parkinson’s patient burden, so that the industry can 
target therapies and address quality of life.

 
How has your advanced technologies and digital 
biomarkers team deployed sensors and mobile 
devices for sensor fusion?

The team has been deploying sensors and mobile 
devices into clinical studies for nearly a decade, with the 
end goal of creating digital endpoints, or biomarkers. We 
have never been closer. We’ve partnered with some of 
the most respected pharmaceutical companies, research 
institutions, and government organizations to deploy 
the patient use of consumer-grade devices for research 
of various indications – Parkinson’s and movement 
disorders, Oncology, COVID and other respiratory 
conditions, as well as rare diseases.
 
We are currently conducting studies that tie mobile 
cognitive assessments with mobile voice capture to 
better understand and create digital biomarkers for long 
COVID. We’re excited to share more about this work.
 

How is sensor fusion technology enabling a better 
understanding of disease progression?

By coupling sensor fusion technology with disease-
focused feature engineering and artificial intelligence, we 
are able to demonstrate that more frequently acquired, 
remotely-monitored measures yield greater sensitivity 
to disease progression. We do this by capturing high 
temporal resolution sensor data via collection of both 
active mobile assessments – measuring mobility, 
cognition, and voice – and passive mobility data.
 
Using our source of abundant multivariate data, we have 
extracted data features selective for disease status. We 
then feed those features into a random forest model and 
evaluate its classification accuracy in predicting disease 
status in an independent dataset. 

In the WATCH-PD study, our model was able to 
distinguish the healthy volunteers from early-stage 
PD patients with 92% accuracy, providing preliminary 
support for the use of our platform in generating digital 
biomarkers of early-stage PD status.

How do you foster an innovative environment at 
Clinical ink and amongst your team?

By championing an interdisciplinary team with wide-
ranging experiences, perspectives, and expertise. Every 
day, we apply principles from human factors, computer 
science, clinical practice, neuroscience, multivariate 
data analysis, user experience design – even aerospace 
engineering – in order to concept, develop, and deploy 
our technology. This creates an environment of constant 
problem solving and commitment to progress toward a 
common goal.
 

You have such a long history with digital technologies 
in clinical trials. What is your perspective on how 
they’re being used today in clinical research?

Sophisticated digital technologies are sorely underutilized 
in clinical research. Sensors, wearables, and mobile 
technology now afford us a promising class of more 
objective, performance-related research tools that 
complement eCOA and ePRO.
 
We can now take advantage of ubiquitous, patient-
friendly mobile and wearable technologies. We need to 
do it more and tap into the power of responsive user 
experience design that can support patients to enable 
more diverse participation, create better engagement, 
reduce anxiety, and build trust.

What is your chief goal or north star as Clinical ink’s 
Chief Innovation Officer?

To provide robust solutions in the sensors, wearables, 
and digital biomarkers space. And my standard for that 
is very high. This is not about throwing a wearable into a 
trial and hoping for the best; it’s about ensuring we offer 
the translational, applied research expertise to guarantee 
success and spark true innovation.

For more information, visit clinicalink.com

https://www.clinicalink.com/
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What’s Happening 
the Day Before DPHARM

www.craacoevent.comwww.mobileinclinicaltrials.com

Making Clinical Research More 
Accessible, Equitable and 

Affordable
The Westin Copley Place, Boston 

September 12, 2022

Supporting More Patients to 
Participate in Clinical Trials 

Remotely

The Westin Copley Place, Boston 
September 12, 2022

®CRAACO
Clinical Research as a Care Option

The 7th Annual Event
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5 Reasons DPHARM is 
a Must-Attend Event

#1 Extraordinary Keynote & VIP Speaker Lineup
These innovative and clinical operations all-stars 
challenge the way you and your team think about 
innovating clinical trials to drive greater inclusivity and 
value for patients.

#2 Pharma Reporting on Innovation from the 
Trenches
Always the grand jewel of DPHARM, this 
segment showcases the latest case examples of 
innovations in modernizing clinical trials and this 
year won’t disappoint with presentations from

#3 Convening 750+ Leaders in Clinical Operations
Senior level executives from clinical operations, data 
science, technologists and digital transformation 
attend. With choices of over 70 sessions across two 
days.

#4 Access to Specialized Exhibit Hall
65+ companies will be exhibiting featuring 
technologies and services that specifically support 
the advancement of clinical trials. Check out the 2022 
Sponsors and Exhibitors here.

#5 Unparalleled Networking Choices
     Breakfasts
     Lunches
     Breaks
     Annual Reception
     Facilitated Topic Roundtables
     One-on-One Partnering
     Ask the Patient Program

https://theconferenceforum.org/conferences/disruptive-innovations-us/2022-sponsors-exhibitors/

